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NEWSLETTER
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Dear First Names

This season has certainly been a challenge for those in the south. We had our driest summer of the 24 years I 
have been farming at Nithdale. Temperature wise, January this year was 7 degrees warmer than January last 
year. Great for holiday makers and trips to the beach! I know it is all relative and other areas have been a lot drier 
at times but you do farm to what is normal for your area. This is the first time we have sold store lambs early 
February. We ended up selling close to half our works lambs and more than half our finishing cattle as stores. 
Fortunately other areas have had good feed so store prices have been good. In fact everything other than wool 
has been right up there. So the fact that we have had a good autumn has meant that we have come out of it 
pretty well. Our ewes are a bit lighter than last year but our winter crops are shaping up to be the best they have 
been before, which will be good for the winter feed budget. Ram sales have also been good this year with good 
demand for both Romneys and Suftex rams. Still plenty happening in the genetics department so read on!

SOUTHERN FIELD 
DAYS

We had a steady flow of people 
through the tent at the Southern 
Field Days.

Good to catch up with a lot of 
existing clients and to talk with 
others who were interested in our 
genetics. The lamb steaks we 
had cooking on the BBQ over the 
lunch hour went down well too! 

Congratulations to the Winners
of our prize draw:

➜ Martin Rabbidge, Tokonui:
Romney Ram

➜ Alistair & Bernadette Hunt, 
Chatton: Suftex Ram

➜ Karl & Brooke Woolsey, Gore: 
Nithdale Farmstay Voucher

➜ Peter Rule, Waikaia:
Thomas Green Voucher

The a�er match function
at the Field Days!

Nithdale is one of 19 maternal flocks that are involved in the Beef + 
Lamb NZ Genetics (BLG) Single Step Project this season. So this year we 
not only got parentage information, but also genomics on all of our 
lambs. What I have noticed is the accuracies of the breeding values 
have got better, which means a greater spread in indexes – the good 
ones have higher indexes, the poorer ones are not as good.

In the next few weeks we will get reports based on the single step 
evaluation. This is where all the data (DNA, performance and 
pedigree) is incorporated into one ‘single step’ evaluation. The plan is 
to have the weekly NZ Genetic Evaluation using this ‘single step’ 
analysis by the end of this year which will improve accuracies of 
breeding values for those using genomics.

The other benefit from getting genomics on all our lambs is we know 
the status of all lambs for major genes that are reported on, in 
particular MyoMAX. In the past we have had to test the top ram 
lambs prior to mating and then the rest prior to sale. Now we have 
that information on all lambs including ewe lambs as soon as we 
get the parentage information on them in January. Another gene 
we have been looking at for sales to the UK is scrapie resistance 
(they require any imported sheep to be scrapie resistant – a disease 
we don’t have in NZ but we do have sheep that are resistant to it). 
This mating we have selected ewe lambs to be mated with double 
MyoMAX ram lambs that are all scrapie resistant to increase the 
numbers of resistant animals to select from.

BLG Single Step Beta Project



Regards,

Southern OPD

Any enquiries contact ANDREW on 0800 NITHDALE, or visit our WEBSITE at www.nithdale.com

Facial Eczema Testing

Any enquiries contact ANDREW 0800 NITHDALE, or visit our WEBSITE

Jock & I bringing Stud Romney ewes home
for dra�ing into mating groups 23 April 2018

Client Visits

I plan to be out and about again over 
the winter catching up with clients 
near and far so if anyone would like 
me to stop in for a visit give me a call. 
Hope the winter treats you well.

Latest NZGE Leader Lists

The NZGE Index and Trait Leader Lists are available on the SIL website www.sil.co.nz and are 
updated every 2 months. The latest update is for April 2018 and has a number of Nithdale rams 
on the various index leader lists and trait leader lists.

To name a few: We have 4 rams in the top 100 on the 
NZGE Maternal Worth + WormFEC list. Nithdale 
795/13 ranks number 12 on the Trait Leader list for 
WormFEC. Nithdale 2155/15 ranks number 23 on the 
NZGE Maternal Worth + Facial Eczema list. Nithdale 
69/16 ranks number 7 on the NZGE Terminal Worth list. 

Genetic trends for Nithdale Romneys and Suftex (blue lines) are displayed in the 
graphs below compared with the industry average (dotted lines).

Nithdale Romneys are 1000 cents per animal ahead of the industry average for Maternal Worth + FEC, Meat & Dags.
Nithdale Suftex are 700 cents per animal ahead of the industry average for Terminal Worth.

GENETIC TRENDS

This year we tested 18 ram lambs 
prior to mating to determine their 
facial eczema (FE) status. A mixed 
result – some good and some not 
so good – that’s why we test them! 
Two of these are out with the ewes 
now. Two Nithdale ram hoggets 
were used in the BLG Next Genera-
tion Progeny Test site at Otiwhiti 
Station in the North Island last year 
which is focusing on FE. Only one 
had enough progeny to test for FE 
but his results were pretty good. We 

have   been using a few top FE 
rams from the North Island over the 
last 5 years and have made some 
good gains in this department 
without any detriment to produc-
tion. For southern clients FE obvious-
ly isn’t an issue but I have certainly 
had more interest from clients in the 
North Island and top of the South 
Island for rams with FE tolerance. 
With the way weather is changing it 
just may well be an issue for the 
South Island in time. 

FACEBOOK PAGE 
Check out our Facebook page, 
I have been keeping it up to 
date with what is happening on 
the farm so it gives clients and 
those interested an opportunity 
to keep a closer eye on what’s 
happening at Nithdale.

Feel free to like our page!
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Genetic Trends
GE Analysis #35667  23/4/2018 

for Flock 2629
Analysis Flocks: 1, 2, 7, 8 + 1188 others
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Genetic Trends
GE Analysis #35667  23/4/2018 

for Flock 2595
Analysis Flocks: 1, 2, 7, 8 + 1188 others
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